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LOGISTIC DATA
Product name

Noctua NA-SFMA1

2x Fan mounting adaptors

The NA-SFMA1 is a set of two NA-FMA1 fan mounting adaptors that permit the installation of the NF-A12x25 and several other Noctua 120mm fans on 140mm
watercooling radiators (or other screw-mount applications that are designed for 140mm fans, e.g. as a case fan). Thanks to the superior efficiency of the
NF-A12x25 fan, the NA-SFMA1 thereby enables users to boost the performance of their 140mm radiators by replacing the stock fans with NF-A12x25s. In
addition to the two adaptors, the NA-SFMA1 includes eight NA-AV4 anti-vibration mounts, which give the extra benefit of dampening any minute vibrations that
might otherwise be transferred to the radiator and on to the PC case.

EAN

9010018200690
UPC

841501120695
Packaging dimensions (HxWxD)

170x160x30 mm

Boosting 140mm radiator performance with the NF-A12x25
Noctua’s novel NF-A12x25 120mm fan has been thoroughly optimised for superior performance
on mid to high impedance applications such as watercooling radiators and effectively outperforms
many 140mm fans. The NA-SFMA1 thus allows the performance of 140mm-based all-in-one
(AIO) or custom (DIY) watercooling systems to be boosted by replacing the fans with NF-A12x25s.

Warranty

6 years
Packaging unit

watercooling radiators. It is also compatible with the NF-F12, NF-S12A and NF-P12 redux models as well as
some 120mm fans from other manufacturers, but due to the special adaption to the NF-A12x25’s frame shape,
not all 120mm fans fit. The NA-SFMA1 can be used for other screw-mount applications such as installing the
NF-A12x25 in 140mm case fan placements, but may not work with 140mm applications that feature different
methods of mounting (e.g. CPU coolers with custom fan clips).

Weight incl. packaging

160 g

Caution: the NA-SFMA1 has been specifically designed to ensure an optimal fit of the NF-A12x25 fan on

Dual pack for two fans
The NA-SFMA1 set includes 2x NA-FMA1 adaptors and 8x NA-AV4 anti-vibration mounts for
installing two fans, thereby enabling users to set up either a single 140mm radiator in a push/
pull configuration or a dual 140mm (280mm) radiator with two NF-A12x25 fans.

140 mm

20 pcs
Packaging dimensions / unit (HxWxD)

355x343x186 mm
Weight incl. packaging / unit

3.82 kg

2x NA-FMA1 adaptors
8x NA-AV4 anti-vibration-mounts

140 mm

SCOPE OF DELIVERY

Vibration-free fan mount
The included NA-AV4 anti-vibration mounts dampen any minute vibrations that may otherwise
be transferred to the radiator and on to the PC case, which makes the NA-SFMA1 a great choice
not only for those seeking to boost the performance of their 140mm watercoolers but also for
silent enthusiasts who aim to reduce vibrations and resonances.
Easy installation
Installing NF-A12x25 fans on 140mm radiators using the NA-FMA1 is child’s play: Pull the
supplied anti-vibration mounts through the adaptor’s fan mounting holes, fix the adaptor to
the radiator using the original screws, put the fan on the assembly and pull the tips of the
anti-vibration mounts through its mounting holes – done!
6-year manufacturer’s warranty
The NA-FMA1 adaptors are made from the same high-grade, fibreglass reinforced PBT material
that is used for most of Noctua’s fans, which makes it just as sturdy as a Noctua fan frame.
Like all Noctua products, the entire NA-SFMA1 set comes with a full 6-year manufacturer’s
warranty.

Designed in Austria, Noctua’s premium cooling components are internationally renowned for their superb quietness, exceptional performance and thoroughgoing quality. Having received more
than 6000 awards and recommendations from leading hardware websites and magazines, Noctua’s fans and heatsinks are serving hundreds of thousands of satisfied customers around the globe.
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